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Introduction

Introduction
to ODIN
Welcome to the age of smart
connected assembly
Where man and machine work in sync to ensure
100% security and real-time monitoring.
Generate reports indicating trends & patterns
allowing you to take proactive decisions to improve
your efficiencies.

All of our solutions are designed by people who understand
machines and concerns faced by the manufacturing industry

Challenges faced
by industry
Contract labour
Language barrier
Process security
Array of equipment
Dependence on IT experts
Reliance on software companies for smaller changes
Frequent updating of product and process
Inaccurate information for production loss
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ODIN Workstation is the
answer to these challenges,
making lives of operators,
supervisors, production
managers and top
Management easier.
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ODIN
Workstation
ODIN Workstation is a process security solution
which consists of operator guidance, traceability
and production planning.
It seamlessly connects to all line devices and
ensures correct process sequence is followed by
controlling those devices.
The system can connect to ERP and generate
reports which increase productivity.

Guide the operator with

Set build sequence and access

Access reports for

visuals and alerts

reports real time from anywhere

traceability and diagnostics

Data acquisition from
lines

Configuration and
Traceability

Tactical guidance to line
operators and staff
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performance and avoid
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Terminal

ODIN
Terminal

ODIN Terminal connects with all field devices via
Profinet or Ethernet and allows for two-way
communication between database and line.
The terminal has an RFID reader, used to log in the
operator.
It can also be connected to a scanner, printer and
devices supporting open protocol.

Terminal Screen
ODIN Terminal is built to provide
step-by-step work instructions to
line workers which helps them act
quickly and take accurate
decisions, ultimately resulting
in better overall performance of
production lines.
Since ODIN Terminal remains
connected with all the equipment
and PLC associated with the lines,
it alerts operators when there’s
any error and supports them in
fixing it.

Architecture
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ODIN
Manager

What can customers do with
ODIN Manager?

ODIN Manager is primarily used to configure a
production process virtually, define the sequence of
operation and link line assets to process steps.
This tool has an easy-to-use interface allowing
Define
station order

Create a
process sequence

customers to carry out modifications or
improvements on their own.
As it is web-based, the reporting functionality can
be accessed from any location with secure access
control.

Add variants to
different sequences

Access data straight
from production lines

Configuration
ODIN Manager comes with an easy-to-use web
application which allows admins to setup and configure
the entire production line and access it from anywhere
they want.

Reports
ODIN Manager takes complex data from the production line and turns it into reports that are easy to understand by
admins. With reports, admins can view data for a selected period of time, sequence and category. Reports can be
downloaded in Excel and PDF formats.

Parts built within specific
timeframe

In detailed single-part
report

Category-wise report for
selected period
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Linewatch

ODIN
Linewatch

This smart Andon system displays real-time production
data of machines located across the plant. At the end
of every shift, an email summarising the key parameters
mentioned below is sent to assigned personnel.

Odin Linewatch is a Jendamark software solution
that delivers real-time production data straight from
your assembly line. ODIN Linewatch helps to get the
information you need to make the right decision at
the right time and manage production problems
before they happen.

7 Key parameters that
Linewatch informs
supervisors about
Production Target
Product Quality
Shift Progress and Time

Display real-time production data in rapid and

System Uptime

simple way

Machine Performance

Expose the abnormalities within the production
processes

Inventory and Equipment
OEE (Overall Equipment Effectiveness)
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Quick interaction with user
Provide all necessary information by email

ODIN
Products

Advanced analytics and insights derived from collected data With smart notifications
and conversational AI

Manage your entire
production process
and improve line
efficiencies

Cloud based
solution for
preventative and
predictive
maintenance

Gather valuable
performance data
straight from your
machine to predict
and avoid problems

Future-proof your
factory with smart
production
technologies

Coordinate your
employee health
and wellness
programme with a
single app

Virtual Reality
Create visual work
instructions for
operators

Real-time reporting
online performance

Manage and
customise line
processes

Access all your
project
documentation in
one place

Schedule and log
preventative
maintenance tasks

Interactive
guidancefor correct
tooling change-over
procedures

Dashboard for
evaluating machine
operating data
gathered by Odin
smart sensors

Vibration analytics
give insight into
machine
performance.
Onboard
processing of data.

Review designs and
train operators
virtually

Manage daily
Covid-19 screening
protocols and
incidents

Augmented Reality
Improve operator
performance and
approve designs
remotely
Future
Developments
Include an app store
and data-driven
production
solutions

Send critical
communications,
SOPs and alerts

Engage through
wellness surveys
and quizzes

More ODIN applications are in development
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Vision
To be a leader in
manufacturing technologies
that help our customers work smarter
and build a better world for all.

Jendamark India Pvt. Ltd.

Jendamark Automation (Pty) Ltd.

Jendamark GmbH & Co. KG
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To get more information about
the product, scan the QR code
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